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Leo, Nick, and Varten were sitting in Leo’s office about a week after Leo’s and Helen’s return from their 

honeymoon. They were each drinking cups of a high grade of the neer-coffee that Leo liked after 

breakfast.  Leo had just lit his favorite Acatian wercarra wood pipe.  Varten was smoking his trusty Jim 

Cooke straight black sandblasted billiard.  Nick was smoking his ‘BOB’ pipe.  The remnants of a freshly 

opened tin of tobacco were on the table.  The aroma of pipe smoke was quickly enveloping the three 

men. 

“What do you think it is” Leo asked. 

“It reminds me of the Old Earth McClelland’s #5100.  The Old Earth (O.E.) tobacco that you are so fond 

of smoking, but it is slightly different.  It is definitely well aged” Nick replied. 

“I think that Nick is right” Varten added “Similar, but not the same.” 

“What would you think if I told you that this tobacco was a neer-tobacco and only tinned 2 weeks ago?” 

Nick and Varten nearly choked “Hunh?” they both exclaimed. 

“Yes, I said tinned only two weeks ago” Leo repeated. 

“I wouldn’t believe you” Nick said. 

“I believe you” Varten said “but I am sure there is more to the story and we will soon hear it.” 

“You will Varten.  As you are aware I have several little research centers around the Empire that I fund 

looking into new ways to develop and process pipe tobacco.  One of these centers is on the planet 

“Walker” located in the “Ean” star system.  It seems that one of the researchers, a Dr. Homer 

Wegelman, has developed a new strain of a neer-Virginia pipe tobacco plant and a special process that 

results in duplicating long-term aging in a much short period of time” Leo stated. 

“Well it sure tastes like the best O.E. McClelland’s #5100 that I have ever tasted from your cellar Leo” 

Nick said. 

“I agree” Varten added. 

I received two tins of the tobacco with a letter 
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Emperor Leopaldo, 

Inside you will find a tin 16 of a new tobacco we have formulated at the research center on Walker.  I think 

you will find it quite good.  The remarkable thing is that after the cutting of the plant, it took only two 

weeks to process the tobacco into a blend that is reminiscent of an Old Earth blend.  You may wish to visit 

us and see the new research. 

Sincerely yours, 

Homer Wegelman, Ph.D. 

Acting Research Director 

“And I agree with both of you” Leo said “I have given a portion of the sample to Ike McCane and he also 

concurs. We both think a little trip to check this finding is in order.  If Dr. Wegelman’s process can 

produce this good of a product, then it could be a revolution in tobacco processing. 

-2- 

 Leo, Nick, Varten, Ike and Captain Bryce were meeting in the conference room on the Hypernia while 

the ring drive Empire Cruiser jumped through space towards their destination, the Ean star system. They 

had just filled and lit a glorious collection of pipes with the McNay’s Red Ribbon proffered by Nick.  Leo 

was smoking a large Clarence Mickles blasted prince shaped pipe.  Varten was smoking GBD prehistoric 

bulldog.  Nick had his ever present Larenzetti 18K pipe. Ike smoked one of his Castello Collection 4K 

hawkbills.  Captain Bryce smoked a nice neer-briar pipe of a full bent shape.  The aroma of the Red 

Ribbon Virginia tobacco pervaded the room. 

“Great plan Leo” Ike stated “We take this little trip to get out of the hair of the women back at the castle 

and what makes things better is that they thought it was their idea to get rid of us for a while.  Helen 

and I discussed some of the research that was going into tobacco biology.  She felt it was good for me to 

find out the progress at our various research centers.” 

“Ah yes” Varten replied “a Master of Diplomacy Leo is.  He put the bug in his wife’s ear early-on, and 

then used it when it was needed.” 

“He’s learning quick” Ike replied. 

“We should be arriving tonight on Walker” Captain Bryce stated “They are not expecting our visit. 

“Neither will any of our ‘enemies’ expect us to leave Hayden since Leo just returned.” Varten added 

“Beside Prince Kyle is still at the castle and is nominally in charge.  He performed perfectly while you 

were on your honeymoon, Leo” 

“A regular chip off the old block” Leo said “Beside, Viscount Hawman trained him well.” 

“I just heard that SalMar, LuJo’s sister will be joining them at the Castle today” Nick stated. 

“I did a good job in arranging leave at the EIS Academy for her, did I not” Varten said. 
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“You did” Leo replied “I am glad that Helen had the best wedding ever.  After all she has been through, 

she deserves it.  Even though LuJo and SalMar have a ‘reputation’ for being a bit wild, I knew that Helen 

and the wedding party were in good hands with the two of them watching over them and keeping them 

in check.  It is good to have a full EIS agent and an EIS agent-in-training keeping an eye on them.  

Helmsford and Miss Moneypenny were much too busy with the wedding plans to help.  Everything went 

off like clockwork.” 

“The wedding was perfect” Varten agreed “The rehearsal dinner was grand.  The state ceremony in the 

Castle Pesaro chapel was very beautiful, and the state reception in the castle grand ballroom was most 

impressive.” 

“Yes” Leo added “I think even our friend Donald Trimp was impressed.” 

Nick added “The pipes that Helen gave to the wedding party were excellent. Each lady received a box 

and inside was a plain but well made sand blasted pipe.  The pipes were all a simple Group 4 sized 

reddish billiard with a matching cumberland saddle stem.  The pipe was inscribed on the shank “Harold 

of Denjan”  “Made for the Emperor Leopaldo – Helen Chamberlain wedding” and a date. She gave them 

to Martha, Yvanka, and her sister Joan.  She also gave them to LuJo and SalMar who could not be 

officially in the wedding party because of their EIS status.  They stayed behind the scene, so to speak.” 

‘”Yes” Varten added “but the best part was that she had smooth ones made by Harold to match for Leo, 

Ike, you, and me. The special burl from which they are made is only found on Denjan.  Its porosity and 

heat transfer properties makes for a cool, dry smoke.” 

“They are nice smoking pipes” Leo replied. 

“So what are our plans” Ike asked. 

“We arrive tonight and will stay on the Hypernia.  At that time we will let the research station know of 

our arrival and that we will take our tour tomorrow.  We especially want to meet with Dr. Wegelman 

and the other researchers.  We will depart on Friday and will head back to Castle Pesaro, “Captain Bryce 

replied as he puffed on his pipe. 

That sounds pretty good to me Captain.” Leo said “You will all note that the McNay’s Red Ribbon is a 

very good neer-Virginia tobacco. A neer-tobacco is a plant that derives from the Old Earth (O.E.) tobacco 

plant and has either been naturally grafter or genetically treated, but the important point is that it is 

grown in the soil of a planet.  It is subject to the soil conditions, the weather, and the amount of water it 

receives.  In other words, it is a natural product that is picked and naturally processed.  A pseudo-

tobacco is basically one that is made from chemicals in a vat.  It has no dependency on soil, weather, 

water, sun or any natural process.  It is made in a vat and processed as such.  With respect to price, a 

pseudo-tobacco is orders of magnitude less than a neer-tobacco because of the complex growing and 

processing of the neer-tobacco.” 

“So how does this new discovery fit into the scheme of things” Nick asked. 
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“Once a pseudo-tobacco is grown and processed, it can take anywhere from two to ten or more years to 

age.  Aging tobacco costs in terms of warehousing, and inventory.  If you can decrease the aging time to 

as little as two weeks and get a fantastic result, while it may not be as cheap as pseudo-tobacco, it will 

be greatly less in cost than the current aged neer-tobacco.” Leo continued. 

“Even back in my time” Ike McCane said “people were trying to hurry up the aging process. They tried 

heating the tobacco which is known as stoving, pressing the tobacco, even taking good tinned tobacco 

and heating it in an oven.  There were many methods people tried up to and including microwaving 

tobacco.  Some of the methods worked, some of the methods people thought worked, and some of the 

methods tried were outright failures.  Experience has shown that only time ages tobacco.” 

“So besides getting a superior product, you cut down the preparation time and reduce the cost” Varten 

said. 

“You are basically correct” Leo replied. 

Captain Bryce’s communicator rang “Yes he answered.  Keep it in view but do no nothing at this time.” 

“What is that all about Captain” Leo asked. 

“It appears we have been tailed since we left.  A small needle ship is following us at what appears to be 

a distance beyond the range of common screens, but we have the new ones with better sensitivity and 

distance.  They would not know they were detected” the Captain replied. 

“Let them follow as long as they do not take any hostile action or interfere with our plans” Leo replied. 

“You don’t think…” Nick said. 

 “I’ll assume it is hostile” Varten said “at least until we know who it is and why they are tailing us.  

Captain, remain prepared.” 

“I will sir” Captain Bryce replied “the gunners are at their posts and the tractor beams are ready for your 

orders.” 

“Maintain your vigilance, Captain, but proceed” Leo ordered. 

-3- 

Research Director Craig had received the communication from the Hypernia late in the evening.  She has 

called a crash meeting of the three Section Chiefs, John Compton, Patricia Sillem, and Homer Wegelman.  

There all were smoking pipes containing Dr. Wegelman’s latest discovery.  Director Craig was smoking a 

Rathenberg neer-briar pipe carved as a dark sandblasted horn.  Chief Compton smoked a neer-briar shell 

billiard.  Directors Sillem and Wegelman both had full bent pseudo-briar poker pipes.  The pipe smoke 

enfolded the four individuals. 

“I told you it was too soon to send those two tins of your tobacco to the Emperor” Section Chief Silmer 

emphatically told Homer. 
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“You were just kissing up to Director Craig.  You wanted her to look good in the eyes of Emperor 

Leopaldo so she could get promoted and you take her place” Section Chief Compton added. 

“It was not too soon” Homer replied “I just took an opportunity and made the most of it when the 

Research Director was on vacation and I was acting in her position.  The tobacco and the process are all 

ready to go to market.  We will all look good in the Emperor’s eyes and we will all get rewarded.” 

“Still, you should not have done it without my approval, Homer” Research Director Craig responded 

“This could have been handled differently.  I will make sure that you get credit for the soils work, John 

and Patricia gets credit for the genetic efforts.  You, Homer will get credit for the concept and the 

processing portion.” 

‘Regardless, what is done is done. The Emperor will land early in the morning and want a tour of our 

facility” Compton replied. 

“Yes, and he will meet with each of us.  Just remember only I know all of the parts of the process from 

the planting of the seed to the tinning of the artificially aged neer-virginia tobacco.  You know portions, 

but only I know it all.  One mistake or omission destroys the batch of product” Homer stated. “They have 

Ike McCane with them.  He is the person from Old Earth who is the Conservator of Emperor Leopaldo’s 

pipe and tobacco collection.  He is very smart.  Do not underestimate them.” 

“It goes without saying” Director Craig stated “Do not mention anything about the negotiations with the 

representatives of ‘the Professor’.  It would ruin our attempt at becoming rich and we may end up on 

some penal planet breaking stones.” 

-4- 

The Hypernia transport landed on Walker early in the morning.  They met in the Research Director’s 

conference room.  Director Craig welcomed them to the Center and introduced her Section Chiefs.  

“Gentlemen and ladies, you may smoke” she said “Here is a tin of our new aged neer-virginia pipe 

tobacco.  Officially, it is product XW2041, but we call it ‘Homer’s Virginia’.” 

They filled their pipes carefully and lit them.  Smoke arose from all of the pipes and a pleasant aroma 

pervaded the room. 

The Director continued “We are all aware that you, Emperor Leopaldo are the reason that this research 

center exists.  You fund it among several others to find ways to make better neer- and pseudo-tobacco 

trying to get back to the original tobacco plants and processes that were destroyed when Old Earth was 

destroyed many years ago. We are well aware of the work from your research center on the planet Isel 

that developed the new condiment tobacco. (Authors note: refer to the story ‘Countdown’)  We believe 

that we have achieved a small part of your dream.  We have come up with a new genetically altered 

neer-tobacco plant, that when properly cured processed results in a product that closely resembles Old 

Earth aged mature Virginia and does so in a remarkably short period of time.  As you can see, I use the 

term ‘WE’ as research is a collaborative effort.  My Section Chiefs and their people all deserve the credit 

for this accomplishment.  Section Chief Compton is responsible for the growing process or ‘soils work’. 
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Section Chief Sillem is responsible for the genetically alterations to the plant.  Section Chief Wegelman is 

responsible for the curing and processing of the plant and for the original concept.  All of them and I are 

responsible for the final product and we are most happy to tell you about it.  I will ask Section Chief 

Wegelman to tell you about the project and then each of the others can discuss it with you as needed.” 

Section Chief Wegelman began as he smoked his pipe “We started by determining three goals for the 

program.  First, the final product had to be similar to an Old Earth tobacco.  Second, it had to be capable 

of being grown and processed on a wide spectrum of planets.  Finally, it had to go from planting to final 

product in a relatively short time period.  We have met all three of the goals.  The results, as you can tell, 

resembles an Old Earth mature Virginia tobacco, very closely to an old blend known as McClelland 

#5100, Red Kake from Old Earth.  Mr. Compton’s group performed an analysis of soils and climates 

found throughout the Empire. The soils and weather conditions here on Walker are representative of 

those found on many worlds in the Empire.  We did find some chemical and mineral additives to be 

introduced into the soils that speed up the growing process and yields a more robust plant.  Chief 

Sillem’s section found some Old Earth seed from a cache on an old hulk of a ship.  They were able to use 

various chemio-radiation methods which caused the seed to germinate and reproduce quickly.  From 

planting to harvest, the time period is only one month.  The tobacco you see before you is a product 

from this base plant.  But having the tobacco is not enough.  The important part is how you process it 

and age it prior to its release as a product.  My group has sped up the processing and aging to a two-

week period.  Not two months, two years or ten years, gentlemen, but two weeks!  As the Director said, 

it was a group effort.” 

“Other than the two tins of tobacco that you sent me Madam Director, we have not seen any final 

reports on this product.” Leo stated. 

“We are in the process of preparing that report along with a patent application, are we not Homer?”She 

replied. 

“Yes we are” he replied “There is a large amount of detail that must be documented and written up.  

One mistake and the final product is fit to be used as swill for the hogs.  No mistakes results in a 

heavenly tobacco.” 

“I am a bit nervous that we do not have that final report” Ike stated “I take it Homer that you are the 

only one of the people that knows the entire process from start to finish?” 

“Yes, that is correct” he replied “but I am not going anywhere.” 

“Just the same” Leo stated “I would like to have that final report completed as soon as possible.” 

“It will be” the Director replied “I can have it to you by Saturday.” She looked at Homer who nodded in 

the affirmative. 

“Fine” Emperor Leopaldo answered “Once I have the report and the patent is granted, I will see that you 

and your staff are all appropriately rewarded.” 
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“Thank you sire” she replied “Now we should take the tour.  Homer, please lead on.” 

They started with a tour of Dr. Compton’s sections where they learned about soils and weather 

conditions and their effect on the speed and robustness of the tobacco plant that is grown.  A tour of Dr. 

Sillem’s section discussed the reproduction of the tobacco plant, how its DNA pattern could be altered 

to produce a quick growing robust Virginia-like neer-tobacco plant. They finally toured Dr.Wegelman’s 

section and learned how all of the factors were combined to get the tobacco and how his group 

developed a process that affected the inherent flavor of the tobacco through special processing and also 

had the advantage of simulating a well-aged tobacco.  Finally, Dr. Craig took them to the warehouse 

where they were shown four boxes containing 200 tins of the new ‘Homer’s Virginia’ pipe tobacco. 

They returned to the conference room for lunch.  On the way to the conference room, Nick noted that a 

signal had been received from the Hypernia.  He excused himself and went outside.  The message was 

quite short ‘the needle ship that was trailing the Hypernia had used a hyperwave communicator to 

signal someone somewhere in the Universe, and had directed a communication to Walker.  The needle 

ship then left the Ean star system.” 

The discussion during lunch dealt with the new neer-virginia blend of tobacco. All of the people they 

met in the morning when they arrived were present.  The Director had put out a very nice catered 

spread.  After they ate, they all smoked their pipes filled with the new tobacco. They discussed 

marketing the neer-virginia tobacco by itself and its possible use as a blending tobacco.  It seemed that 

everyone had their own opinion, but all agreed that it was a great tobacco. 

Nick had passed on the message from the Hypernia to Varaten, Leo and Ike. 

As the discussion was winding down, Leo took the floor. “I would like to thank the Director and all of you 

for receiving us so warmly.  I appreciate the work that you perform.  I find you “Homer’s Virginia”, the 

fruit of your labors to be a very find product. I thank you for the 50 tins that you will send back with us 

on the Hypernia.  I am encouraged that your report will be on its way to Castle Pesaro by the end of the 

week.  One of the things that we have learned is that we have been followed here and that our tail has 

just left.  Is there anyone who knows anything about it?” 

No one indicated that they did. 

“Once again, you have all earned my thanks.” 

Leo, Varten, Nick and Ike entered the Hypernia’s transport and departed Walker.  They talked about the 

absence of their tailing ship, the lack of a final report, and Nick said that he thought a couple of the 

people were holding something back.  Varten and Ike noted that they had the same feeling. 

 

-5- 
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They joined Captain Bryce after dinner in the Hypernia’s conference room.  The evening libation had 

been passed around.  It was an old Kentucky Bourbon. They expected to depart the Ean star system a bit 

later in the evening.  Leo was smoking an O.E. Savinelli Autograph.  Nick was smoking his Mark Tinsk full 

bent wecarra wood pipe.  Varten was smoking  an old darkened neer-briar as was Captain Bryce.  Ike, as 

usual, was smoking an O.E. Castello GG Natural Vergin Hawkbill pipe.  They had opened a tin of the 

‘Homer Virginia’.  They all still marveled at how well it smoked.   

The commander’s communicator signaled.  He took the call.  “Have my executive officer report here at 

once!” 

He turned to the group.  “Gentlemen, it seems like there has been a problem found on Walker.  Homer 

Wegelman has been found dead, in his laboratory.  My executive officer, Lt. Rattray will be here shortly.  

They are in contact with the research station and he may have more details.” 

There was a knock at the door.  Lt. Rattray entered and stood at attention. 

“At ease Lieutenant” Leo said “Your report please.” 

“We just were informed from the research station that Mr. Wegelman failed to show up for dinner at 

the research station.  They searched his room and then his laboratory.  They found him there apparently 

dead from causes unknown.  There are no obvious signs of trauma or clues from the body.  They also 

found that the 150 tins of their new tobacco product were gone from the warehouse.  Since there is no 

police force on Walker at the research center, the Director has asked for assistance from the Captain.” 

“Captain, please arrange for your transport to take us back to the research station” Leo directed “Ike, I 

want you to stay on the Hypernia and study the draft report to see if there is enough information to 

reproduce this new tobacco’s seed, growing conditions, and processing so that we can produce it on 

other worlds.  Nick and Varten will accompany me.  By itself, the death of Homer could be due to natural 

causes.  With the disappearance of the 150 tins of tobacco, it suggests murder.” 

Prior to leaving the Hypernia, Varten contacted Castle Pesaro and requested background checks on the 

three Section Chiefs and the Research Director.  He asked Captain Bryce to have the results sent to him 

on Walker when they were received. 

-6- 

They were immediately transported back to the planet surface accompanied by a security contingent 

and several space marines. Lt. Robert Rattray accompanied them to act as liaison with the Hypernia. 

They were met by a research station escort and taken directly to the laboratory.  The Director and two 

remaining Section Chiefs were present. As they went into the laboratory, Nick checked the door for signs 

of forced entry.  There were no such signs. 

They stood over the body which was cold and turning grayish in color.  Rigor mortis was setting into the 

body and it was becoming rigid. A partially smoked pipe was found on the floor near the body. 
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“It appears to us to be a natural death.  There are no indications of trauma and there are no marks on 

the body” Director Craig stated. 

“Dr. Gold is a medical doctor on my staff” Section Chief Sillem said “he went over the body and could 

not see anything that was obvious.” 

Leo ordered that the body and the pipe be dispatched on the transport for the Hypernia.  He contacted 

Captain Bryce and directed that an autopsy be immediately performed and the contents of the pipe 

checked.  He turned to Director Craig “I want you to have your Information Technology people examine 

Homer Wegelman’s computer accounts to make sure nothing was tampered with and they are 

complete” 

Director Craig contacted the IT Department and issued the appropriate orders. 

“Don’t you have an ID Match lock on the warehouse” Varten asked the Director. 

“We do and it has already been checked. No one has entered the warehouse since we left this 

afternoon.” She replied “However, the cable to the video system has been cut so there was no video 

available.” 

“Well obviously, someone got past your security system in the warehouse.” Nick stated. 

They left the laboratory and went to the warehouse.  Other than the fact that the 150 tins of Homer’s 

Blend were gone, there was no other evidence.  Nick saw the cut video cable, but the ID Match system 

was working and functional.  He did note some scratches on the back of the box that held the ID Match 

sensor but the box had not been breached.  They then searched out Homer Wegelman’s quarters.  His 

rooms were a nice suite befitting a Section Chief but other than some finished pipes with the dottle left 

inside and ashes in the ash tray, nothing was evident or missing.  They returned to the Director’s 

conference room. 

Leo, Nick, and Varten commandeered the conference room.  The Director and her staff were dismissed.  

The security team scanned the room for bugs or any other devices and found none.  The space marines 

stood guard by the entrances to the conference room.  A higher capacity communicating device was set 

up for direct, secure communications with the hypernia. 

Leo threw tins of McNay’s Red Ribbon, Homer’s Virginia,  Gorag Paeses Navigator and others on the 

table.  “Gentlemen, it seems like it is going to be a long night.  Enjoy the tobacco.  Let’s get started’” 

The reports started to pour into their room.  Castle Pesaro had nothing to report out of the ordinary 

regarding the Director and her three Section Chiefs other than that John Compton had, at one time, 

worked for a communications company owned by House Chesterfield.  Financially, Director Craig was 

low on cash due to losses in the mercantile market.  Section Chief Sillem was also in a bit of a financial 

squeeze due to a long and debilitating illness on the part of her mother.  Holmer Wegelman was in fine 

financial shape having made some wise investments with a diversified portfolio. 
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The report was received from the IT Department.  Homer’s accounts were all erased including all of his 

notes on the development of the neer-virginia tobacco.  The thing they found astounding was that the 

backups were also erased for his account.  This would take someone with a high level of computer 

knowledge to accomplish.  They may be able to reconstruct some of the reports and data, but not all of 

them. 

Ike reported that the draft report provided some information, but not the critical information that was 

needed to reconstruct the process for producing the Homer neer-Virginia tobacco. 

The report of the autopsy and the analysis of the remains of Homer’s pipe were received.  The forensic 

evidence developed on the Hypernia during the autopsy was that Homer Wegelman died at least two 

hours prior to the finding of his body. There were minute traces of a highly effective anesthetic in 

Homer’s body and inside the pipe. He was put out of commission prior to the poison being introduced 

into his body and from a very tiny puncture wound found on his head behind his ear.  It was so small and 

covered by hair that it could easily have been missed. The poison was introduced directly into his blood 

stream through injection via the needle of a tiny syringe.  The poison was derivative of the nightshade 

plant. 

When Varten read this to the group, Leo looked at Nick and Varten “Sounds like that incident on Denjan. 

I believe it was how the one brother was murdered, Alan.” 

“Yes” Nick replied “the manner of the murder was almost identical from the use of an anesthetic to 

incapacitate the victim down to the type of poison that was used to kill the victim.” 

He continued “Since the anesthetic was in the pipe found in the laboratory, then the murder must have 

occurred in the laboratory and not in his suite of rooms.  He basically passed out; the murder entered 

the room and administered the dose of poison, left, and raided the warehouse.” 

“No one has left the planet since our arrival” Varten said “I wonder if the signal from our tail to the 

planet was for the murderer to go ahead and kill Homer Wegelman?” 

“It means that the murderer is still among us and so are the remaining tins of Homer’s Virginia tobacco.” 

Leo answered. 

-7- 

They brought Director Craig, Section Chief Compton and Section Chief Sillem into the conference room. 

Varten began “The murder of Homer Wegleman is similar to one we were recently involved on the 

planet Denjan.  The methodology is identical.  We know the murder is still here on the planet as is the 

missing tobacco.  The murderer may have the only set of documentation to reconstruct Homer’s 

methods for the production of the blend. This is your only chance to come clean and tell us anything you 

have omitted.  Do not forget that we have a mind probe onboard the Hypernia and the skills to use it.” 
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“Since I am the senior person at the research station, I will tell you what happened.  Any blame falls on 

my shoulders not my Section Chiefs” the Research Director said “Several weeks ago we were 

approached by a representative of a group who seemed to know what we were doing and the results we 

were getting.  He made us a most generous offer to pay for our research.  Homer was opposed to the 

idea and the rest of us were lukewarm at best. We were at a preliminary stage of negotiation with these 

people when you showed up.  Maybe this is why Homer was murdered.” 

“I doubt that his opposition was the reason for the homicide” Leo said “You have to ask yourself the 

question, who told the ‘group’ what was going on at the research station and the progress that was 

being made.” 

I will be interviewing each one of you separately.  Please give serious consideration in answering our 

questions.  Drs. Compton and Sillem were taken out of the room leaving Research Director Craig. Guards 

were sent with each individual so they could not communicate with each other. 

“I appreciate your candidness in telling us about the overtures of the outside group. I know that you are 

experiencing a financial difficulty due to your bad investments.  I understand how tempting and selling 

the secrets to the process can be.  Please describe the person you dealt with and the overture that was 

made” Leo demanded. 

She thought a minute before replying “I received a communication before I went on vacation from a 

person I call Professor M.  I do not know him. I have never laid eyes on him.  He seemed very 

knowledgeable about the work going on at our Research Center.  He made a proposition to us to set us 

financially for life if we would provide all the information on the new process to him.  I discussed it only 

with my three Section Chiefs.  We did not all agree.  Compton was for the proposition.  Homer was 

definitely against.  Patricia and I were both non-committal.  That was how it stood.  By the time I got 

back, Homer had already sent the two tins to you.  Your arrival preempted any decision by the four of 

us.  That is all I know.” 

“Why did you not tell us this information yesterday” Varten asked. 

“Since your arrival spoiled the proposed arrangement, I thought it might just go away.” 

“I will leave this for you to ponder” Leo replied “if you had told us yesterday, perhaps Homer would still 

be alive.” 

Research Director Craig left the room with a guard. 

Section Chief Sillem arrived next.  She was informed that they were aware of her financial difficulty due 

to her mother’s protracted illness.  She confirmed the Ms. Craig’s story.  When asked why she did not 

come forward she replied “I was asked by my supervisor not to say anything.  Since Homer’s actions got 

you here, I didn’t think any comment was necessary.” 

Section Chief Compton was brought in last. “We are aware that although you are financially sound, you 

have in the past worked for a company that was owned by House Chesterfield.  We are also aware that 
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you were for selling out to the unknown group to turn over the process to their representative.  We also 

understand that you were very upset when Homer sent the tins to the Emperor” Varten said. 

Compton replied “Yes, I worked for a communications company owned by House Chesterfield.  It was in 

my undergraduate days prior to my receiving my Ph.D.  They helped put me through university.  But so 

they did for a thousand others in their employment.  The company treated us very well.  I did nothing 

underhanded during my employment with them.  I have no criminal record.  All I did when we discussed 

this matter was provide information on why the proposal should be considered.  A decision was never 

made.  We could not come to an agreement. Homer’s activities took the decision out of our hands.” 

After Compton was taken out of the room, Varten instructed the security detail to keep the individuals 

under guard and be sure they did not communicate with each other. 

“So what do you think” Leo asked? 

“They pretty much confirm each other’s story” Nick ventured. 

“Yes but something bugs me” Varten said “It appears that Homer was the hero.  His action in sending 

the tins to you drew you here and prevented any decision to turn the process over to a group; I believe 

the same group that masterminded the activities on Denjan.  What if the purpose was not the Homer 

Virginia tobacco, but it was to get you to this isolated planet for other purposes? Or else it was to 

possibly get you away from Castle Pesaro for other reasons.” 

“You mean to do me harm” Leo asked as he refilled his pipe “or to harm someone back at the castle?” 

“Possibly” he replied “it had to be something big to get you out of the castle, and to you this was pretty 

big” Varten replied. 

“Contact Prince Kyle and brief him on what has happened and put Castle Pesaro on high security alert.  

Be sure that the Hyperion is still guarding the castle. Try to get the fleet to trace that needle ship the 

best they can.” Leo directed. 

“For security sake, I believe we should spend the rest of the night on the Hypernia” Nick said. 

“It’s too close to dawn for the round trip” Leo said “but have Captain Bryce send additional manpower 

down to reinforce the security detail and the space marines. Gentlemen, I suggest we get a little shut 

eye as the morning will come quick.  Varten, be sure the guards are up to the task of ensuring our 

security. 

Varten went out to send the messages.  Captain Bryce would send additional manpower down quickly.  

The Hyperian would be on high alert. 

The men tried to sort out everything in their minds as they tried to get some sleep. 

 

-8- 
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The messages had been received from the Hypernia.  It was early morning at Castle Pesaro.  Carl 

Vandenberg, Varten’s second in command had awakened Prince Kyle to deliver it.  Prince Kyle 

immediately called a pre-breakfast meeting with his new stepmother Helen, LuJo and SalMar. 

They sat around the large conference table and filled their pipes with appropriately, O.E. Early Morning 

Pipe from Leo’s collection.  “I don’t think Dad will mind me pilfering a little of this today! One of the arts 

that Viscount Hawman taught me was the art of smoking a pipe.  I think Dad was quite pleased with the 

results.” He said as he filled up an O.E. black Castello #65, a full bent billiard. 

Carl Vandenberg took a match to light his O.E. Northern Briars Roxy Cut Group 6 sized billiard with a 

saddle stem. The pipe had an intricate silver band around the shank at the stem joint.  Although the pipe 

was black and craggy, occasionally highlights of a red undercoat stood out. 

Helen was smoking her O.E. Mickles black rusticated billiard pipe.  LuJo smoked the wedding ‘Harold’ 

pipe as did SalMar.   

“So if I understand correctly” Helen started “they believe the story of the ‘Homer Virginia Tobacco’ was 

a ploy to either get Leo & Company to Walker or away from the castle. 

“The story of the tobacco was real” Kyle replied “however the use of it is still unclear.” 

Helen continued “What I don’t understand is if the unknown Group wanted to do us harm, they could 

have done it while we were on our honeymoon.” 

“Security was extremely tight on Niagra where you honeymooned.  You may have not noticed it but 

both the EIS and locals drew a tight ring about you and your activities while you were there.  Now that 

you are back, they may think that it is a bit looser here, but we are on top alert.  It is almost at the level 

it was at during your wedding.” Carl answered. 

“The sister ship to the ‘Hypernia’, the ‘Hyperion’ is now orbiting Hayden.  The battleship ‘Chicago’ is now 

within the star system.  Our maximum detection screens are activated” Kyle replied “It would be difficult 

for anyone to get near the planet let alone on it without our knowledge.  However, we have heard 

reports of the development of a cloaking device that can be used on a needle ship for a short period of 

time. About all I can say is that nothing has been seen in the past two days of any such needle ship in the 

Lynase star system.” 

“But what if they were put in-place several weeks ago when we were not expecting anything?” SalMar 

asked. 

“That is always a possibility.  I would like you and LuJo to go out and check some of our contacts.  See if 

anything turns up. I think the high value targets for the group here at the castle would be Helen or I and 

we will stay here.” Kyle said. 

“There is the possibility that Leo and his party are the real targets” Carl replied “In that case they will 

have to be very careful.” 
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“I am sure they will be” Helen replied. 

They continued discussing the issue and other issues administering an Empire as they enjoyed their 

pipes. 

-9- 

LuJo and SalMar left the castle in an aricar and headed into Samlis, the chief city on planet Hayden.  The 

tobacco shop was just like the Old Earth barber shop or hairdresser shop.  If you wanted to know what 

was going on or any gossip, it was the place to start.  The ‘Emperor’s Pipe Shoppe’ was the largest pipe 

shop on Samlis. It was designed after an O.E. 1930s pipe shop from England. Inside the shop the walls 

were overrun with neer-wood finely carved bookcases and shelves.  Display cases were in front of the 

bookcases with a 3” thick polished neer-wood counter on the top.  The bookcases were filled with 

displays of pipe tins, tobacco jars filled with local neer- and pseudo-tobacco blends.  The display cases 

were filled with pipes from carvers throughout the Empire.  The best-of-the-best in pipes and tobacco 

could be found at the Emperor’s Pipe Shoppe.  Inside, to the left of the door were a number of 

comfortable overstuffed chairs for the clients to sit and smoke.  The proprietor of the business was 

James O’toole.  He was a well known persona in the pipe collecting and pipe smoking hobby and had a 

very distinguished collection of O.E. pipes.  As they entered the store, James acknowledged LuJo. 

“Hi LuJo, where is that rascal husband of yours?” James asked. 

“He is off somewhere protecting the Empire” she replied “I want to introduce you to my sister SalMar.” 

“The pleasure is mine” he replied “a friend of LuJo’s is a friend of mine” 

“Who said anything about friend” LuJo asked “I said she was my sister” She laughed. 

“OK, I get it.  What can I do for the two of you” James asked “by the way, as you requested, I contacted 

Jim at the Capital Pipe Shop on Denjan and he shipped me some of the ‘Captain’s PlumKake you 

requested.  I just received a shipment this morning so you know it is fresh.”  

“We came for some tobacco and some information” LuJo replied. 

“Before we get to the tobacco and information I want you to try this blend I have made.  I call it 

Cuthulhu’s Revenge.  It is a very strong Virginia-latakia neer-tobacco blend.  Please use a latakia pipe for 

smoking.” 

They both took very small, Group 2 pseudo-briar pipes out of their bags, filled it with the Cuthulhu’s  

Revenge.  After a few puffs LuJo exclaimed “Damn, this is strong!  I don’t’ think I will like it” 

“Me neither” SalMar replied. 

“Oh well, I guess it is not for the faint of heart” Jim replied. 

“I think we will have a pound of the plumkake and a couple tins of McNay’s Red Ribbon” SalMar said 

“LuJo has really been raving about the plumkake.” 
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He started to assemble their package, weighing out the loose tobacco. 

“Is there anything odd going on James?” LuJo asked. 

“No, it has been pretty quiet since the Emperor’s wedding.  However, there is a story floating around 

about the development of an invisibility cloak for a small ship and it was found to work but took too 

much power to make it available for use on large ships.  It was found to work on a 2-person needle ship, 

but only for a short period of time.  It was developed by a rogue element from House Chesterfield.  Also, 

the story goes that about three weeks ago, the cloaked needle ship did a quick stop on the other side of 

Samlis and left a cargo.” 

“By cargo, do you mean people” SalMar asked. 

“Could be” James replied “a tight 2-person needle ship could house up to 4 people very tightly. Perhaps 

2 or 3 departed here on Samlis.” 

“We have heard that the needle ship has been seen by Empire ships on occasion, and departed with the 

Emperor two days ago.” 

“I am going to add a pound of a Virginia neer-tobacco named “Old Virginia” to your order.  Head over to 

the ‘Prancing Pony’ tavern.  Old Tom will be sitting by himself at a corner table.  Give him the tobacco 

and tell him it was from me.  He may be able to help you further.” 

They charged their tobacco purchase to the Empire Express Card issued to them by the EIS and departed 

Tom’s shop. They walked about three blocks, made a right turn down a side street and entered the 

Prancing Pony Tavern. They had to wait for their eyes to adjust to the darkened interior of the Prancing 

Pony.  Once they did, they did see an old man at the corner table by himself.  He was smoking a large 

churchwarden type of pipe.  They walked over to him and placed the package from James with the 

pound of tobacco in front of him. “It’s from James at the Emperor’s Smoke Shoppe” LuJo said. 

“Please join me for a smoke” he replied. 

They sat down and took out the pipes they had started at the tobacco shop.  They emptied them out 

and refilled them with tobacco from one of the tins of McNay’s Red Ribbon they opened.  The asked Old 

Tom if he wanted some, which he did.  He filled up his pipe and lit it. 

“McNay’s Red Ribbon!  It has been a long time since I have been able to afford this tobacco.  You ladies 

are in my debt” he said. 

“I am LuJo and this is SalMar” LuJo said. 

“I know who you are and who you represent” Old Tom replied “It’s my business to know.  I deal in 

information.  I am useful to everyone which is what keeps me alive.  What are you looking for?” 

They explained the information that James had provided as they puffed on their pipes. 
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“The information I have about all of this is that two men departed the cloaked needle ship and one 

Carnish shape changer.  You must be very careful.  I do not know who the intended targer is.” 

“I assume they were headed for Samlis” LuJo said. 

“They arrived in the city two days ago.  They traveled overland which delayed them but did not bring 

them to the attention of the authorities” he replied “I do not know where they are now.” 

They thanked him for the information and left the Prancing Pony. 

“You know LuJo, This is getting pretty complex.  Some mastermind dreams up this plot to lure Leo, 

Varten, and Nick away from Castle Pesaro to a remote section of the universe, preplans a drop of two 

people and a shap changer on Hayden, murder a person on Walker, and now seek a target here.  This 

must be an individual with great foresight, possibly a master chess player.” 

“Keep that thought Sal, we need to get back to the castle with our information.” She said as she got into 

her aircar to return to Castle Pesaro. 

-10- 

When they returned to the castle, they found very strict identification procedures were in place.  They 

had to identify their vehicle and themselves.  When they landed, not only did they have to show their ID 

and pass retinal scans, LuJo and SalMar had to display their hidden EIS proofs. 

They met with Prince Kyle and Carl Vandenberg in the EIS conference room. They were already smoking 

so LuJo and SalMar filled theirs with more McNay’s Red Ribbon.  They told them the story about the two 

men and the shape changer arriving on Hayden and their overland trek to Samlis.  They were also told 

about the cloaked needle ship. 

“We have known about the cloaked needle ship for a while” Kyle related “it was the one that followed 

Leo and the Hypernia when they left for Walker.  We have only recently developed counter measures to 

make it visible and these special screens have now been installed on the Hyperion and the Chicago. I 

have passed instructions on the screen modifications to the Hypernia.  I believe if these three people 

come here, it will be overland, not by air.” 

“I agree” Carl said “We will increase the patrols and our personnel detectors, but they may already be in 

the castle.” 

“If they are, then we will start a search.  We will also have to wait until they make their move.  Have 

Helen brought here to join us.  Let Leo and his crew on Walker know that we believe the main activity is 

here and that Walker was just bait to get him off world.” Kyle replied. 

Carl left the room to have the instruction carried out. They continued with their pipes and discussion. 

About five minutes later, Helen entered with two men. “Put your weapons on the table” the taller of the 

two men said as he pointed a laz-gun at her head. 
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Prince Kyle placed his laz-gun on the table.  LuJo and SalMar placed their pocket weapons on the table. 

They pushed Helen towards Kyle. 

“The Professor’s plan worked and without the shape changer” the shorter man said. 

“Yes, we will get both the Prince and the new queen in one stroke.  We may not get away, but they will 

go down with us” the taller man said as he raised the laz-gun to fire at the Prince and the Queen. 

There was a very small sound as two needle bursts out from LuJo’s and SalMar’s wrist toward the two 

men.  LuJo’s toward the tall man.  SalMar’s towards the shorter one.  The darts hit their targets straight 

between the eyes. They fell down dead.” 

“I’m glad they don’t advertise the fact that EIS agents have undetectable needle guns implanted 

beneath the skin of their wrists” LuJo said “Nice shot Sal!” 

“Yours was pretty good yourself” SalMar replied “I was the top marksman in my class.” 

Helen was a bit shaken up “We both owe you our lives” she said “but how did you know who to shoot?” 

“It’s an old family secret” LuJo said “I always get the lead and Sal gets the ladder or I get the tall one and 

she the short one.  It has become instinct with us.” 

Carl returned and saw the two dead men and asked what had happened.  He was told the story. Kyle 

instructed him to use a mind probe to see if anything could still be learned before the bodies were 

totally gone, but it would probably be too late.” 

“I guess all we must deal with is a shape changer” Kyle said “We must all be on our guard.” 

They lit up their pipes and continued their discussion. 

SalMar excused herself to go to the ‘fresher’.  They continued talking and smoking. 

The door opened and ‘two SalMars’ walked into the room.  They were both identical in appearance.  

They were both smoking pipes.  LuJo raised her pocket blaster and aimed it at her ‘two sisters’. 

“I’m the real SalMar” the one on the right said. 

“No LuJo, it is I” the one on the left said. 

She wavered with her pocket blaster aiming it at one and then the other.  Finally there was a blast from 

the gun.  It hit its target, killing the SalMar on the right.  As it lay there, the image of SalMar started to 

disappear and the body disassembled to a total protoplasmic mess. 

“How did you know” LuJo? 

“Easy, that SalMar was smoking something totally ugly that I knew you would never in your life smoke in 

a pipe!” LuJo replied “I was first in my class in deductive theory at the Academy.” 
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Prince Kyle remarked “nice shots, both of you.  I can see why Dad places such a high value on Nick and 

the two of you.  Did you notice the mention of ‘the Professor’?  We must alert Dad and the crew on 

Walker. Also, let them know we are safe and sound thanks to LuJo and SalMar.” 

Carl left to relay the message to Leo on Walker and to have the remains of the Carnish shape changer 

disposed. 

Helen had the last say “I thought the honeymoon was full of excitement, but this is just so much more.  

The Prince and I both owe you our lives, our thanks, and we repay our debts. 

-11- 

Varten had received the information from the Hypernia and the story of the happenings at Castle 

Pesaro.  Captain Bryce informed him that the crew had made the improvement to their screen to allow 

them to see the cloaked needle ship.  Otherwise, the night was uneventful even though they had had a 

rough night and did not sleep well.  They ordered up coffee and some rolls for breakfast.  After eating, 

they were smoking their pipes and discussing the situation, looking for ideas. 

“It sounds like a lot happened at the Castle, but it all turned out well.  Two dead assassins and a dead 

Carnish shape changer.  Helen and Kyle both owe their lives to LuJo and SalMar” Leo told Varten, Nick, 

and Lt. Rattray “If we assume that the story of the new tobacco was a ploy to get us here, then there is 

two possibilities.  The first is that Homer sent it to us to get us here so that the activities that took place 

back on Hayden could transpire.  In which case he is a tool of the Professor and was murdered to keep 

him silent.  The second possibility is that Homer was genuine in his desire to see the new tobacco not 

fall into anyone else’s hands than ours.  If this is the case, he was murdered to keep the process from 

falling into our hands and the Professor just took advantage of the situation.  Regardless, we still have a 

murderer on our hands and a case to solve before returning back to Castle Pesaro and our friends.” 

“I have something else to add that turned up in our background check” Varten added “Homer 

Wegelmen, before going to University, was a decorated member of the space marines.  He achieved the 

rank of Brevet Lieutenant and was decorated in the action off of Lyndora in the Hercules star system by 

Leo’s father. From that I would think that he was loyal to the Empire and that your second possibility is 

actually what happened.” 

“It could be” Leo replied “but how do we flush out the murderer?” 

“I think that getting you here was the chief goal of this end of the Professor’s plan” Nick said 

thoughtfully while puffing on his trusty O.E.  Larenzetti pipe “I think that their acquiring the tobacco 

process is a secondary goal, important, but not the chief priority.  We now have one or more people 

here that participated in having both goals be realized.  It may be time to set a trap.” 

Varten puffed on his nomenclature erased O.E. Jim Cooke pipe “It would be meaningless for the 

professor to have the tobacco process information if we had it also.  That could be the bait.  We spread 

the word that we have received a copy of all the information intact.  We could say that Homer had 
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bypassed his superiors and had a report time-delayed sent directly to us.  We could also be a little 

careless and have it in a position to be stolen and perhaps catch a crook.” 

“If I may suggest” Lt. Ratray said “We know they have unauthorized access to the warehouse.  Perhaps 

we could place the data and reports there and keep it all under surveillance and maybe catch the thief,” 

“But won’t they suspect a trap” Nick said “and to put it in the warehouse would seem stupid on our 

part.” 

“Yes it would appear that way” Leo replied, but we are tired and want to get out of here, so mistakes are 

possible.” 

They continued to discuss their plans for the trap and started to implement it immediately. 

They called the Research Director and her two remaining Section Chiefs into the conference room.  They 

told them about the failed actions at Castle Pesaro and that everyone was in good health.  They also told 

them that there was evidence that the Professor was involved in the planning and operation. 

“It seems that Homer did not trust any of you” Leo told them “He sent the location of a full report 

automatically to our ship.  It was received overnight. We have located it and printed it off.  It has been 

deposited in your warehouse for safety with our remaining 50 tins of the Homer’s Virginia.  We will be 

leaving late tonight and will transport the materials with us when we depart for the Hypernia.” 

Varten added “At this time, there will not be any charges pressed since you did not actively participate 

in the Professor’s scheme, even though you conspired to do so.  There will be notations made in your 

official records which will only be expunged depending on your behavior over the next several years.  

After we leave tonight, I expect we will have a security detail from the Hypernia remain, and an 

investigatory EIS team arrive to conduct a full investigation on the murder of Homer Wegelman.  Your 

guards will be removed from your person.” 

The Research Director tried to put on a good face “We thank you sir.  Of course we will fully cooperate 

with the investigation.  When you are ready, let us go over Homer’s report and we can resume our 

production of the special tobacco.” 

“It may be some time yet” Leo said “I want my independent experts at other centers and the castle to 

review it and validated its findings.” 

“That is reasonable” Section Chief Compton replied “We will be glad to assist.” 

Section Chief Sillem said that she appreciated the consideration they were shown. 

They research center administrators left the room.  “Do you think they will take the bait” Nick asked. 

“I hope so” Leo replied as he emptied his pipe and began to refill another “let the wait begin.” 

-12- 
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About two hours late the first signal was received.  It was the opening of the outer door to the 

warehouse.  “Look” Varten said from their monitors “The quarry arrives.” They could see a shadowy 

figure approach the inner door with the ID match lock. They saw the person take something out of his 

pocket; place it on the back of the ID Match lock box.  The inner door opened, a second newly added 

alarm tripped at their monitoring station.  The individual entered the large warehouse space and went 

to the interior side office and began to pick the lock on the door.  The door opened and the individual 

entered the room. 

Immediately, the warehouse lights came on and a hidden security detail from inside the warehouse 

surrounded the room.  Its occupant was taken into custody. 

Lt. Rattray and the security officers brought the individual to the conference room after a search for any 

obvious or hidden weapons.  They found none.  They entered the room into the smoke filled presence of 

Leo, Varten, Nick and Research Director Craig who had been summoned to the room. 

The captive was all dressed in black with a hood and veil covering the face.  Varten removed the veil and 

hood.  Before them stood a young woman who they did not know. 

“Ms. Sommefield” Dirctor Craig exclaimed “Why you?” 

“Let’s take things one at a time” Varten started “Who is this woman and what is her role here?” 

The director regained her composure “This is Dr. Leona Sommerfield.  She was Homer Wegelman’s 

assistant.  She worked very closely with him developing the process.” 

“What do you have to say” Leo asked as he tamped his pipe. 

“As the Research Director has stated, I am Dr. Leona Sommerfield.  I have worked here at the research 

center for several years under Dr. Homer Wegelman.  I was specifically placed here by the Old Barron 

Chesterfield’s staff to keep an eye on the progress made here and to report back.  With the demise of 

the Old Barron and the installation of the new Barron, the focus of House Chesterfield changed and I 

was cut adrift so to speak.  About three months ago, I was contacted by the Professor and re-activated.  

I remembered him from my days with House Chesterfield as being one of the Barron’s advisors. Once 

again, I sent periodic reports to my contacts” She paused. 

“Right before Dr. Craig went on vacation; Homer had told me that he was very concerned that the new 

tobacco and its preparation process information were going to be turned over to a third party.  He did 

not like this and had opposed it.  I had been prepared for this eventuality.  It was I who suggested that 

he send you two tins of the tobacco to pique your interest and get you to come to Walker.  My 

understanding was that the Professor wanted you away from Castle Pesaro with your top staff.  He 

thought this would get your interest, and he was correct.  On your day of arrival, I received a hyperwave 

communication from a ship that followed you to remove Homer from the scene.  I placed the anesthetic 

in his pipe and once he was out of commission, it was I who injected the poison into his system, just as I 

was instructed.” 
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“How horrible” Dr. Craig exclaimed. 

“No, you can see that once you start down the path of evil, you become degraded to the point that what 

you do becomes more and more mechanical and your emotions, ethics and sense of right and wrong 

disappear.” Varten replied. 

“So tell me about the report” Leo asked. 

“Of course I knew the report was completed. He had not been straight with his colleagues or his boss 

because he did not know if the process would end up with you or the Professor.  I had been trained on 

how to wipe it out of the computer system here at the research center.  However, I was not sure if he 

had ever made a hardcopy.  I thought he did, but I had to be sure.  If it existed, then I had to get it for 

the Professor.  It was easy bypassing the ID Match lock on the warehouse as any good safe cracksman 

knows a heavy duty magnet will do the job. The tobacco is hidden in a wall compartment of our 

laboratory.  You will have the remaining 150 tins that I took.” 

“Oh it exists and we will have it soon.”Leo said “but it was not in the warehouse. As for you, you will be 

taken into confinement and will be left to our EIS interrogators.  Your degree of cooperation will 

determine your degree of punishment.  It is very difficult to reform a murderer, however my friend Dr. 

Sohei Witz has some new ideas in that area and you may be one of the people he tries to help.  For your 

sake, I can only hope he is successful.” 

Ms. Sommerfield was led out of the room. “Director Craig, please join us at the table” he said as he 

refilled a pipe with the Homer Virginia tobacco.  Please join us in a last smoke before we leave on the 

Hypernia.” 

She took out a pipe and joined Nick, Varten, Leo, and Lt. Rattray in filling and lighting their pipes.” 

“I owe you and your associates a bit of an apology” Leo told her “I thought it was Section Chief Compton 

that murdered Wegelman.  As you can see, I was wrong. I now realize that Homer Wegelman was loyal 

to the Empire as the day is long.  We do have his report; it is just that it is not here.” 

“WE DO?” Varten exclaimed. 

“Why yes we do, but we will discuss it later.  As I said earlier, it will have to be validated at other centers 

and my people back at the castle.  I believe it was the Professor who masterminded this whole affair.  It 

was he that was in the needle ship that tailed us from Hayden. He wanted us divided so he could focus 

his agents on the elimination of Helen and Prince Kyle.  I will never forgive him for that.  I am going to 

send you a young Ph.D from PittPenn University named Lucy.  She met with my wife on an interesting 

case and worked for Doctor Swanson and Dr. Alwin Berk, both eminent in the field of viral and plant 

physiology.  She should be capable of taking over for Dr. Wegelman. (Author’s note: refer to the story 

‘Surprise’)” 

“I will look forward to her arrival.  I appreciate all of your assistance and I wish to assure you that we will 

be walking the straight and narrow path for quite some time” the Research Director replied. 
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They departed Walker and were transported to the Hypernia.  They now had the entire production of 

200 tins of Homer’s Virginia with them.  The Hypernia left orbit to make its first jump back to Castle 

Pesaro. They were on the bridge with Captain Bryce. 

“Captain, there is a cloaked needle ship showing up on the anti-cloaking screen” one of the officers 

manning the screens said. 

“Weapons Office” Captain Bryce directed “destroy that needle ship” 

Simultaneous heavy Lazer-cannon blasts departed the Hypernia and atomized the cloaked needle ship. 

“It can stay cloaked for good now” Captain Bryce reported. 

“How did you know they were unfriendly” Nick asked? 

“If they were friendly they would be visible.  Our ships are not yet cloaked.” Bryce replied. 

“Do you think the Professor was on the ship” Varten asked? 

“I don’t know” Leo said as he stroked his chin with the tip of his pipe “but he is like the original Professor 

Moriarty, he keeps coming back.  We will still have to be cautious.” 

The Hypernia and its cargo jumped through space back to Castle Pesaro. 

-13- 

It was a very enthusiastic group that met in Leo’s ornate smoking room following the fantastic dinner 

prepared by the castle’s kitchen.  Leo, Helen, Nick, LuJo, SalMar, Ike, Varten, and Captain Bryce were 

sitting in the overstuffed chairs filling up or lighting their great pipes with the sample of Homer’s Blend.  

Prince Kyle and LuJo told them about the happenings on Hayden regarding the attempt on Helen and 

Kyle’s life. 

“Old Tom, Yes I know him don’t We Varten” Leo said as he puffed on his pipe. 

“Yes we do” Varten answered “Old Tom is an ex-EIS agent.  For many years he has been a reliable source 

of information. I’ll bet he recognized you as EIS as he has some very uncanny abilities.” 

“Varten, sent him a pound of O.E. McClelland’s 5100 and our thanks for helping to foil the Professor’s 

plot.” Leo directed. “Make sure it is done in such a manner not to compromise him, but that he knows it 

is from me.” 

Leo told the group about their adventure on Walker.  He told Helen that her friend Lucy would be 

receiving an offer of a section chief position at the research center. “She will be thrilled” Helen replied 

“We have kept in touch since our little adventure there.  She was looking for a new position even though 

Dr. Berks’ good reputation and his position were restored at PittPenn University.” 
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“Ok, Leo” Nick said “Don’t keep us in suspense anymore.  Where is this supposed report from Dr. 

Wegelman regarding the entire Homer’s Virginia tobacco preparation process?” 

Leo passed around the note that he had received with the first two sample tins of tobacco. “What is 

unusual about the note” he asked. 

SalMar answered “I guess it is the number 16.  It has no meaning in the context of the note. 

“Oh but the number 16 does have a meaning.  I did not realize the significance until after he was 

murdered.  If you look at the tins, you will see that each one is numbered.  We have the two sample tins 

that are unnumbered.  Here is tin number 16 out of the 200 numbered production tins.  Please open it 

Ike.” 

Ike took off the plastic cap and pulled the aluminum inner lid.  You could hear a pop as he opened the 

tin of tobacco.  He took out the aluminum top and looked on the underside “There is something here 

Leo”. 

“Yes and I suspect it is a microchip detailing all of the production of the seed, the process to cure, and 

the aging process for the new Homer’s Virginia tobacco” Leo replied. 

“As I told Research Director Craig, the methods and procedures will have to be validated before we put 

it on the market.  Until that time we have 200 tins so I suggest you enjoy it while you can.  I think I will 

send a tin to Donald Trimp and see what he thinks of it.” 

“I am sure he will enjoy it” Varten replied. 

Leo walked over to a small wall safe and removed three boxes.  He returned to his companions.  He 

handed one to Captain Bryce, LuJo, and SalMar.  “Inside you will find a small gift from me to you for the 

help you provided in saving the life of Helen and Kyle, and in helping to solve the mystery on Walker.” 

They opened the boxes and each found a finely crafted bulldog shaped smooth pipe. Captain Bryce’s 

was a Group 6 size while the other two were about a Group 4 size. 

“You know that I really like Krenellian B’iar pipes and before you are ones carved by a new carver I 

discovered on the planet Caprice II named Ron Lenguine.  He is an up-and-coming carver.  I hope that 

you will enjoy them with my gratitude.” 

They each thanked him for his generous gift. 

Helen summed it up “I thought the wedding and the honeymoon were grand.  I am most glad for our 

friendship. However, I hope this excitement is only a once-in-a-while thing as I don’t think I could take 

this every day.  You all make a wonderful team and work together tremendously well.” 

They continued talking well into the wee hours of the morning while smoking their pipes.   

Nick and LuJo left early and returned to their apartment.  As they got to the door, they found a ‘Do Not 

Disturb’ sign on the door and a copy of an Old Earth paperback entitled “Secret Agent Girl and the 
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Assassin’s Touch” in an envelope on the door handle. “Leo is such a prankster” she said as they entered 

their apartment. 

The others had left.  Only Varten and Leo remained. 

“I want you to see that Captain Bryce is promoted after the next promotion board.  Talk with Bryce and 

find out his opinion of Lt. Rattray, perhaps a promotion is also in order for him.  They seem to both be 

most capable naval officers.  I want you to install an EIS agent under cover at the Walker research center 

just in case the Director and the Section Chiefs do not follow our instructions. You should also accelerate 

SalMar’s training as she is most able and will be as good an agent as her sister.” 

“Done” Varten replied. 

“Well old friend, the honeymoon is over.  I now retire to my husbandly duties” he said as he rose to 

leave. 

“You will be just fine, Leo.  Helen is a wonderful woman as you well know” Varten answered. 

Leo walked back to his and Helen’s apartment.  He noticed a paperback book taped to the door entitled 

“The How to Book for Newlyweds”.  He took it off the door and was heard to mumble “That Damn Nick 

and LuJo. I guess payback’s a bitch” as he entered the room. 

 

-END- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


